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Abstract
Traditional programming calculi focus on transforming a specication into a program. With
the advent of such recent paradigms as white box reuse, component-based software development,
and re-engineering, and with the continued predominance of software maintenance, less and less
software engineering activity nowadays deals with straightforward development. More and more,
software products are derived by incrementing, composing, merging, or otherwise modifying
existing components. In this paper we present a calculus that models these paradigms. c© 2000
Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Formal specications; Programming calculi; Program construction; Software
merging; Software incrementation; Software modi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1. Program adaptation: an emerging paradigm
Traditional programming paradigms revolve around mapping a single requirements
specication into a program. As less and less software is developed from scratch, and
more and more is developed from existing software artifacts, this traditional paradigm
is growing less and less predominant. Paradigms that are gaining ground include:
 Software incrementation, whereby a program is modied to have an additional func-
tional feature, while preserving all its current functional properties. As an example
of program incrementation, consider modifying a sorting routine so that in addition
to sorting the array, it also returns its median element.
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 Software merging, whereby two programs are combined into a single program that
cumulates all the functional features of one and all the functional features of the
other. Typically, program merging is applied to two versions of the same original
base program, and is intended to combine the specic features of each version with
the function of the base program. As an example, we consider two versions of
a sorting routine: a version that sorts an array of records on some primary key,
then some secondary key (records that have the same value for the primary key
are ordered according to the secondary key); and a version that sorts records on the
primary key alone (records that have the same value on the primary key are returned
in an arbitrary order), and returns a median record of the array. Merging these two
versions produces a sorting routine that sorts the array according to the primary then
secondary key, and returns the median of the array.
 Software modication, whereby a program is modied to satisfy a specication
that it does not originally satisfy. This occurs in adaptive software maintenance
and in white box software reuse. As an example of software modication, consider
modifying a sorting routine that sorts an array in increasing order into a sorting
routine that sorts the array in decreasing order: if we analyze its code and modify it
so that it sorts arrays in reverse order (e.g. by inverting all the comparison operators),
we perform software modication.
 Software composition, whereby we are given a program whose source code is un-
available, and we must integrate it into a software system using possibly some glue
code (in case the function delivered by the program and the function expected by the
software system do not match perfectly); this arises in COTS software integration
and more generally in black box software reuse. As an example of software com-
position, consider the same problem as above, where we have a routine that sorts
arrays in increasing order and we want to use it to sort an array in decreasing order:
if we combine the sorting routine with a routine that reverses arrays, we perform
software composition.
These four patterns of program adaptation have a feature in common: whereas tradi-
tional program development starts with a single specication and produces a program,
these start with two programs, or a specication and a program, and produce a single
program. If, for the sake of argument, we overlook the (supercial, syntactic) distinc-
tion between programs and specications, we can say that traditional patterns proceed
by mapping a specication into a program whereas program adaptation proceeds by
mapping two specications into a program. The purpose of this paper is to present
a calculus whose goal is to model program adaptation, and to provide a basis for
ensuring that it is carried out in a correctness preserving manner.
Section 2 discusses the use of homogeneous binary relations for the specication of
programs, as well as some relevant operations on relational specications and properties
of relational specications. In Section 3 we present a calculus of program construction
by parts, whose idea is to derive a program from a complex specication by focusing
on parts of the specication in turn; the renement rules of this calculus, which are
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presented in Section 4, serve as a basis for our subsequent discussions. In Sections 5{8,
we specialize the calculus of program construction by parts to deal (respectively) with
software incrementation, software merging, software composition and software modi-
cation. Section 9 summarizes our results and assessments, and sketches our prospects
of future research.
2. Relational specications
A relation from set X to set Y is a subset of X Y . When X =Y we say that R
is a homogeneous relation, and we usually denote the set by S. For a given relation R
on S and element s in S; s R (the image set of s by R) is dened as fs0j(s; s0)2Rg.
We represent specications by relations; without much loss of generality, we consider
homogeneous relations. As a specication, a relation contains all the (input, output)
pairs that are considered correct by the specier. We have discussed in [27] how to
use (heterogeneous) relations to represent specications of objects, in the sense of
object-oriented programming. Hence even though the discussions of this paper deal
with specications of simple input=output functions, they can in fact be applied to
state-bearing modules, such as objects.
Constant relations include the universal relation, denoted by L, the identity relation,
denoted by I , and the empty relation, denoted by . Because relations are sets, we use
the usual set theoretic operations between relations; these include the union, intersec-
tion, and complement (denoted by R, for complement of R). Operations on relations
also include the inverse, denoted by R^, and dened by
R^= f(s; s0)j(s0; s)2Rg;
if R is written as a lengthy relational expression, the inverse of R may be written as R ^
rather than R^. The product of relations R and R0 is the relation denoted by R R0 (or
RR0, when this raises no ambiguity) and dened by
R R0= f(s; s0)j9t : (s; t)2R^ (t; s0)2R0g;
the order of the operands in (R R0) is the inverse of what some authors use for func-
tional (or relational) composition. The prerestriction (resp. post-restriction) of relation
R to predicate t is the relation f(s; s0)jt(s)^ (s; s0)2Rg (resp. f(s; s0)j(s; s0)2R^ t(s0)g).
The domain of relation R is dened as dom(R)= fsj9s0 : (s; s0)2Rg. Note that RL is
nothing but f(s; s0)js2 dom(R)g and LR= f(s; s0)js0 2 rng(R)g. As far as operator prece-
dence is concerned, we apply the traditional convention, whereby unary operators (com-
plement, inverse) are applied rst, followed by restriction operations (prerestriction,
postrestriction), followed by the product, then the intersection, and nally the union.
We say that R is deterministic (or that it is a function) if and only if R^R I , and
we say that R is total if and only if I RR^, or equivalently, RL=L. We say that R
is regular if and only if RR^R=R [21]. A relation R is said to be progressively nite
if and only if for any relation Q; QRQ)Q=; equivalently, we then say that R^
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is well-founded. Informally, a relation is said to be progressively nite if and only if
there exists no innite sequence
s0; s1; : : : ; si; : : :
such that for all i; (si; si+1)2R.
We dene an ordering relation on relational specications under the name renement
ordering: A relation R is said to rene a relation R0 if and only if
RL\ R0L\ (R[R0)=R0:
We admit without proof that R renes R0 if and only if
R0LRL^ (R0L\R)R0:
This can, in turn, be formulated in set theoretic terms as follows:
dom(R0) dom(R)^ (8s2 dom(R0) : s R s R0):
In other words, the domain of R is a superset of (or equal to) the domain of R0, and for
elements in the domain of R0, the set of images by R is a subset of (or equal to) the set
of images by R0. This is similar, of course, to rening a pre=postcondition specication
by weakening its precondition and=or strengthening its postcondition [15,17,23]. We
then write RwR0 or R0vR. We admit without proof that this relation is a partial or-
dering. We also admit that, modulo traditional denitions of total correctness [10,15,23],
the following propositions hold (where the second proposition is a mere corollary of
the rst, by virtue of the transitivity of the renement ordering):
 A program P is correct with respect to a specication R if and only if P wR, where
P is the function dened by P.
 RwR0 if and only if any program correct with respect to R is correct with respect
to R0.
Intuitively, R renes R0 if and only if R represents a stronger requirement than R0. The
following examples illustrate this concept.
 Let C; OC and SC be (respectively) the specications of a Pascal compiler, an
optimized Pascal compiler, and a compiler for a subset of Pascal; we write these
relations as
C = f(s; e)jpascal(s)^ correct(s; e)^ exec(e)g;
OC = f(s; e)jpascal(s)^ correct(s; e)^ exec(e)^ opt(e)g;
SC = f(s; e)jpascal(s)^ subs(s)^ correct(s; e)^ exec(e)g;
where the denitions of the predicates are self-explanatory (s refers to source code,
and e refers to executable code). The following renement relations hold:
OC wC;
C w SC:
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An optimizing compiler renes (i.e. represents a stronger requirement than) a regular
compiler and a regular compiler for all of Pascal renes (i.e. represents a stronger
requirement than) a compiler for a subset of Pascal.
 If Inc is the specication of a sort routine (which sorts the cells of some array a in
increasing order), Prm is the specication that produces an arbitrary permutation of
the input array, and Ord is the specication that produces an arbitrary output array
that is ordered (say, in increasing order), then
IncwPrm;
IncwOrd :
A sort routine, which maps an array into its sorted permutation, renes a routine
which produces an arbitrary permutation. Also, a sort routine, which produces the
sorted permutation of the input array, renes a routine that produces an arbitrary
sorted array.
 If Sqrt is the specication of a square root routine that computes square roots of
non-negative arguments with some precision  and AccSqrt (Accurate Sqrt) is the
specication of a square root routine that computes square roots of non-negative
arguments with precision 10−2 , then
AccSqrtwSqrt:
Also, if AllSqrt is the specication of a routine that computes the square root of
the absolute value of all real numbers with precision , then
AllSqrtwSqrt:
The renement ordering has some lattice-like properties which, for the sake of parsi-
mony, we present briey without proof (details can be found in [11,12]).
Proposition 1. The set of relational specications; ordered with the renement ordering;
has the following lattice-like properties:
 Two relations R and R0 have a join (denoted by R t R0) if and only if they satisfy
the condition
RL\R0L=(R\R0)L:
Under this condition (which we call the consistency condition); the join is given by
R t R0=R\R0L[R0 \RL[R\R0:
 Any two relations R and R0 have a meet; which is denoted by RuR0 and dened by
RuR0=RL\R0L\ (R[R0):
The consistency condition holds whenever for all elements in the intersection of their
domains, R and R0 have at least one image in common; see Fig. 1, where we contrast
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Fig. 1. The consistency condition: RL\R0L= (R\R0)L.
the case of two relations that satisfy the consistency condition with two relations that
do not. Relations R and R0 satisfy the consistency condition if all the elements s of
their domain give raise to the situation depicted on the right-hand column of the gure;
on the other hand, they fail to satisfy the consistency condition if and only if there
exists an (at least one) element s in the intersection of their domains that gives raise
to the situation depicted on the left-hand column. The join of relations R and R0 is the
relation that behaves like R outside the domain of R0, like R0 outside the domain of
R, and like the intersection of R and R0 on the intersection of their domain (which, by
virtue of the consistency condition, is the same as the domain of their intersection).
The domain of the join of R and R0 is the union of the domains of R and R0. The
meet of R and R0 is the union of R and R0, prerestricted to the intersection of their
domains.
The specication R t R0 captures all the information of R and all the information
of R0, and nothing more. In order to illustrate the concept of join, we consider the
following examples:
 If Inc; Prm and Ord are dened as given above, then Prm and Ord do satisfy the
consistency condition: they are both total, hence the intersection of their domains is
the set of all the arrays; now, for each array a, there exists an array a0 which is
a permutation of a (hence (a; a0)2Prm), and is sorted (hence (a; a0)2Ord). The
join of Prm and Ord is
Prm t Ord = Inc:
 If C and OC are dened as given above (compiler and optimized compiler) and Opt
is dened as the specication that provides that the output is optimized machine code,
then C and Opt satisfy the consistency condition (admit a join), and
C t Opt=OC:
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 If Inc is dened as given above and Prs is the specication that provides that the
rst cell of array a is preserved (for a given state s and a given variable a, we let
a(s) denote the value of a at state s), i.e.
Prs= f(s; s0)ja(s)[1]= a(s0)[1]g;
then Inc and Prs do not have a join because it is not generally possible to sort array
a while preserving its rst cell (since the rst cell is not necessarily the smallest
cell).
The specication RuR0 captures all the requirements information that R and R0 have in
common. In order to illustrate the notion of meet, we consider the following examples:
 If we let Inc be the specication of a sorting routine that ranks elements by increasing
order, Dec be the specication of a sorting routine that ranks elements in decreasing
order, and Mon (stands for: monotonic) be the specication of a routine that ranks
elements in an arbitrary order (increasing or decreasing), then we have
IncuDec=Mon:
 If we let A and A0 represent actions and let R be the specication that provides that
A and A0 have occurred in sequence, but does not specify in which order they have
occurred, then we have
AA0 uA0A=R:
The join and meet of two relational specications take special forms under two condi-
tions, which we explore below.
Proposition 2. If RL=R0L=(R\R0)L then R and R0 satisfy the consistency condi-
tion and their join and meet are given by the following expressions:
R t R0=R\R0; RuR0=R[R0:
If RL\R0=R0L\R then R and R0 satisfy the consistency condition and their join
and meet are given by the following expressions:
R t R0=R[R0; RuR0=R\R0:
The proof of this proposition is trivial, and is given in [7]. The condition RL=R0L=
(R\R0)L means that R and R0 have the same domain, and satisfy the consistency con-
dition. Under this condition, the join is obtained by taking the intersection of the com-
ponent specications; this reects the case when a complex specication is composed
by taking the conjunction of elementary requirements on the outputs. The condition
RL\R0=R0L\R means that the restriction of R to the domain of R0 is the same as
the restriction of R0 to the domain of R: in other words, on the intersection of their
domains, R and R0 behave identically. Note that this condition is vacuously satised if
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R and R0 have disjoint domains. Under this condition, the join is obtained by taking
the union of R and R0; this reects the case when a complex specication is composed
by case analysis on the inputs.
The (quasi) lattice structure of the set of relational specications serves as a basis
for our programming calculus, which we discuss in the next section.
3. A calculus of programming by parts
Programming by parts rests on the premise that complex specications can be struc-
tured as joins of simpler specications, and proceeds by solving each component of the
join in turn, then combining the partially dened solutions so obtained to produce a
program that satises all the component sub-specications simultaneously. To support
this program derivation method, we provide the following means:
 A specication=programming notation that supports specication structuring (by
means of joins, meets) as well as program structuring (by means of traditional
programming constructs).
 A set of guidelines for deriving partially determined programs from component sub-
specications.
 A set of rules for combining partially determined programs into (more) completely
determined programs.
For the purposes of this paper, it is sucient to present a avor of this programming
calculus; details of this calculus can be found in [11,12].
Specications are represented by relational expressions. In addition to closed-form
relations (which we represent as f(s; s0)jp(s; s0)g for some predicate p on S  S), we
use three elementary specications, which are:
 Establish, which we denote by est(t), where t is a total predicate, and dene as
est(t)= f(s; s0)jt(s0)g:
The graph of this relation is given below:
 Preserve, which we denote by prs(t), where t is a total predicate, and dene as
prs(t)= f(s; s0)jt(s)^ t(s0)g:
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We have the identity: prs(t)= est(t)\ [est(t). The graph of this relation is given below:
 Assert, which we denote by asr(t), where t is a total predicate, and dene as
asr(t)= f(s; s0) j t(s)^ s0= sg:
We have the identity: asr(t)= est(t)\ I = prs(t)\ I . Note also that the traditional skip
statement can be written as asr(true). The graph of this relation is given below:
For the sake of stepwise renement, we resolve that all our compound statements must
be monotonic with respect to the renement ordering. As a consequence, whenever a
term of a complex specication expression is rened (i.e. substituted by a term that
renes it), the whole expression is rened; this property is crucial if we want the
stepwise renement process to preserve semantics.
We present some of our compound statements, for illustrative purposes:
 Join: When two requirements must be satised simultaneously, they are combined
with the join (t ).
 Meet: When any one of two requirements may be satised, and we do not wish
to decide which one to rene (postponing the decision to later stages), we combine
them with the meet (u).
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 Monotonic composition: Because the traditional relational product is not monotonic
with respect to renement, we dene a monotonic sequence-like operator, which we
denote by R R0 and dene as
R R0=RR0 \RR0L:
This operator is also known as demonic composition; it has been introduced and dis-
cussed by other researchers [2{4,9]. We call this operator the monotonic composition
to refer to the fact that it is monotonic with respect to the renement ordering (if
A w A0 then A B renes A0 B, whereas AB does not necessarily rene A0B). Other
authors [2{4,9] refer to it as the demonic composition because it captures demonic
semantics of non-determinacy: in angelic semantics (where sequence is captured by
the relative product RR0), a pair (s; s0) is in RR0 if and only if there exists (at least
one) intermediate state t such that (s; t) 2 R^ (t; s0) 2 R0; by contrast, under de-
monic semantics (where sequence is captured by the demonic composition R R0),
a pair (s; s0) is in R R0 if and only if (s; s0)2RR0 and for all t such that (s; t) 2 R,
t 2 dom(R0). Interpretation: R0L represents (in relational form) the domain of R0, and
R0L represents the complement of this domain. The expression (RR0L) represents (in
relational form) the elements of the domain of R that have an image by R outside
the domain of R0; and (RR0L) represents (in relational terms) the set of elements
of the domain of R such that all their images by R fall in the domain of R0. The
monotonic composition of R and R0 is the (pre) restriction of RR0 to this set; see
Fig. 2. We admit without proof that whenever R is deterministic or R0 is total, R R0
is simply RR0. Fig. 2 provides a simple informal proof of this property: whenever R
is deterministic or R0 is total, the situation of input x does not arise; all inputs will
be in the situation of s.
 Closure. When a specication must be applied an arbitrary number of times, we
compose it with the closure operator, to produce
R?= ui>0 Ri;
where Ri is the monotonic composition of R by itself i times.
The meet is commutative and associative. Whenever it is dened, the join is also com-
mutative and associative [9]. The monotonic composition is not commutative, of course,
but is associative [9]. The precedence of the operators introduced above is dened as
follows, from highest precedence to lowest precedence: closure; monotonic composi-
tion; meet; then join. For the sake of readability, we will usually use parentheses, even
when these precedence rules resolve ambiguities.
Example. As a way to illustrate the operators introduced above, we consider the fol-
lowing example: we are required to write the specication of a program that returns the
median element of an array; on the other hand, we are required to store the smallest
element of the array in the rst position of the array. We let Med and MinFirst be
the specications that capture these two requirements, and we resolve (as a discipline
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Fig. 2. Monotonic composition: R R0 =RR0 \RR0L.
of separation of concerns) to derive them separately. The space S of this specication
includes two variables: variable a, of type array of range 0::N , for some natural number
N , and a variable m, that has the same type as the cells of array a, and is expected
to hold the median value of a. In order to derive Med, we resolve to sort the array in
some arbitrary order, then take an element in the middle of the array (if the array is of
size N , and N is even, we may return the contents of cell N 2 or N 2+1, where 
is the integer division). If we denote by Mon and Mid the specications that sort the
array in an arbitrary order and (respectively) return the middle element, then we get
Med=Mon Mid:
If we denote by Inc and Dec the specications for sorting the array in increasing and
(respectively) decreasing order, we rewrite this specication as
Med=(Inc u Dec) Mid:
Specication Mid can be represented by the following relation (where the value of
variable x at state t is denoted by x(t)):
Mid=PlaceMid t PrsA,
where
PlaceMid= f(s; s0)j9h :m(s0)= a(s)[h]^ jN − 2 hj61g.
PrsA= f(s; s0)ja(s0)= a(s)g.
As for requirement MinFirst, we write it as follows:
MinFirst=PlaceMin t Prm,
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where
PlaceMin= f(s; s0)j9h : a(s0)[0]= a(s)[h]^8h : a(s0)[0]6a(s)[h]g.
and Prm expresses that the contents of cells of a are preserved.
In order to derive the complete specication, we must now take the join of specica-
tions Med and MinFirst; this in turn requires that we ponder the question of whether
these two specications do indeed have a join (i.e. whether they satisfy the consistency
condition). In order to carry out this discussion, we need some results, which will be
presented in Section 4.3; we resume this example at the end of that section.
4. Renement rules
The derivation of a program from a specication proceeds by replacing specication
constructs (join, meet, monotonic composition, closure, etc.) by programming language
constructs (sequence, alternation, conditional, iteration, etc.). This process is inductive
in nature: the basis of induction gets rid of a specication construct, possibly replacing
it with a programming language construct; the induction step propagates the specica-
tion constructs deeper and deeper into the nesting structure of the specication, so that
their arguments are less and less complex.
4.1. Basis of induction: eliminating specication constructs
We present a sample of renement rules that produce a programming construct or
eliminate a specication construct (join, meet) { hence contribute to the stepwise trans-
formation of a specication into a program. We give these rules without justication;
the interested reader is invited to consult [11,12] for details:
 R t R is rened by R.
 R u R0 is rened by R (and by R0).
 R R0 is rened by (R;R0), where the semi-colon is the sequence statement of our
programming language.
 If RL\R0=R0L\R then R t R0 is rened by (if t then R else R0), where
t(s) (s 2 dom(R)).
 If RL\R0=R0L\R and R0 \RLv I then R t R0 is rened by (if t then R), where
t(s) (s 2 dom(R)).
 Let t be a predicate on S and T be the relation on S dened by T = f(s; s0) j t(s)g.
If T \P is progressively nite and T PL then
(if t then P)? t ^T
is dened (the join exists) and is equivalent (hence renes and is rened by) the
following iterative statement
while t do P:
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4.2. Inductive step: merging common structures
Given two components of the join that have the same structure, these rules merge the
components into a single specication that has the common structure, and propagate
the joins deeper into the nesting structure. A sampling of these rules is:
 If all the joins are dened, then (R R0) t (Q Q0) is rened by
(R t Q) (R0 t Q0):
 If all the joins are dened, then R? t Q? is rened by
(R t Q)?:
These are typically proper renements, rarely equivalences.
4.3. Inductive step: structure unication
While the rules of the previous section exploit the common structure of two sub-
specications to merge them into a single specication (that has the common struc-
ture), the rules that we discuss in this section attempt to unify the structure of two
components. Typically, they do so by imposing the structure of one component on the
other. We will discuss in turn how to impose a sequence structure, then a conditional=
alternation structure, then an iterative structure.
4.3.1. Sequence structure
For the sake of illustration, we present two rules that impose a sequence structure on
a (structure-less) relation. Before we introduce these rules, we discuss two relational
operators, which are the kernel and the cokernel.
Denition 1. The (conjugate) kernel of relation R with relation R0 is the relation
denoted by (R; R0) and dened by
(R; R0)= RR^0 \LR^0:
The (conjugate) cokernel of relation R with relation R0 is the relation denoted by
 (R; R0) and dened by
 (R; R0)= (R^; [(RL\R0)) ^ :
The kernel is due to [8]; both the kernel and the cokernel are discussed in some
detail in [11,13], where the interested reader is referred. A set theoretic interpretation
of the kernel is given in the following formula, and illustrated in Fig. 3.
(R; R0)= f(s; s0) j ; 6= s0: R0 s: Rg:
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Fig. 3. The conjugate kernel: (R; R0) as a solution to: RvX R0.
For the purposes of our discussion, the most interesting properties of kernels and
cokernels are articulated in the following proposition.
Proposition 3. The in-equation RvX R0 has a least rened solution in X if and
only if RL (R; R0)L. Under this condition; its solution; which we call the left residual
of R with respect to R0 and denote by R==R0; is given by
R==R0= (R; R0):
The in-equation RvR0 X has a least rened solution in X if and only if RLR0L^L
 [(RL\R0) RL. Under this condition; its solution; which we call the right residual of
R with respect to R0 and denote by R0}R; is given by
R0}R= (R; R0):
The rst clause of this proposition is due to [8] (Proposition 4.5), where a proof is
given. The second clause of this proposition is due to [11], where a proof is given. The
interpretation of the kernel as the solution of the equation RvX R0 is quite visible in
Fig. 3. The kernel of two relations R and R0 is dened for any R and any R0; it equals
the left residue of R and R0 (i.e. the minimal solution of the in-equation RvX R0)
only under the condition provided in the proposition above. Similarly, the cokernel of
two relations is dened for all R and R0 but equals the minimal solution of RvR0 X
only under the condition provided. It is easy to see why the in-equation RvX R0
does not always have a solution: if R0 is the empty specication then the right hand
side is going to be empty regardless of what X is, which cannot rene R (unless it too
is empty). The interested reader may consult [11,13] for a discussion of the properties
of these operators.
To understand the relation between kernels and residues, consider the following
example: We dene function f to take two arguments a and b and return f(a; b)
dened by
f(a; b)=
(
a
b if b 6=0;
0 otherwise:
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We consider the equation in x dened by a= x b; this equation has a solution only if
b 6=0 or a=0, and that solution is f(a; b). While the term f(a; b) is dened for all a
and b, it equals the solution to the equation only when the equation does have a solu-
tion. We have two division operators in relational calculus (vs. only one in arithmetic)
because unlike numeric multiplication, relational composition is not commutative.
Of particular interest to us are residues of a relation with respect to itself: the left
residue of R, R==R, represents the weakest (least rened) specication that must be
satised upstream of R to preserve the function of R; likewise, the right residue of R,
R}R, represents the weakest specication that must be satised downstream of R to
preserve the function of R. As illustration of left residue, consider that for specication
Inc, the specication of a sorting routine, the left residue is
Inc==Inc=Prm;
where Prm is the specication for producing arbitrary permutations of the array. This
means that Prm is the least rened (weakest) specication which, when applied before
Inc, preserves Inc:
Prm Incw Inc:
Indeed, you can permute an array arbitrarily before sorting it; this is as good as sorting
it immediately. As illustration of right residue, consider that for specication Comp, the
specication of a compiler (from Pascal to machine language, say), the right residue is
Comp}Comp= SemPres;
where SemPres (stands for Semantic Preservation) is the specication that maps ma-
chine language programs into semantically equivalent machine language programs. This
means that SemPres is the least rened (weakest) specication which, when applied
downstream of Comp, preserves Comp:
Comp SemPreswComp:
Note that a machine code optimizer (say Opt), which maps a machine language pro-
gram into a semantically equivalent but more ecient machine language program, is
a renement of the SemPres specication; we write this as Optw SemPres. By virtue
of the monotonicity of the composition operator ( ), we infer
Comp OptwComp:
Using the left residue and the right residue, we present the following renement rules
{ whose purpose is to give a sequence structure to a structure-less relation.
Proposition 4. Given a specication R; it is possible to structure it as a sequence of
two factors; as follows:
 R is rened by (R==R) R.
 R is rened by R (R}R).
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From this proposition, we derive two useful corollaries by taking R= est(t), for some
predicate t on S.
Corollary 1. Given a predicate t on S distinct from false; we have
 est(t) is rened by est(true) est(t);
 est(t) is rened by est(t) prs(t).
Proof. By Proposition 4, we nd
est(t) v (est(t) ==est(t)) est(t),
est(t) v est(t) (est(t)}est(t)).
To establish this corollary, we must prove that the left and right residuals of est(t)
equal the terms est(true) and prs(t), respectively.
est(t) ==est(t)
= f letting T = est(t), Proposition 3 g
(T; T )
= f Denition 1 g
( TT^ \ LT^ )
= f expanding TT^ g
(f(s; s0)j9z : :t(z) ^ t(z)g \ LT^ )
= f logic g
(  \ LT^ )
= f set theory g
(L \ LT^ )
= f simplication g
(LT^ )
v f If t = false then LT^ =  else LT^ = L g
L
= f notation g
est(true).
Likewise, if we compute the right residual of est(t) (with respect to itself), we nd
est(t)}est(t)
= f letting T = est(t), Proposition 3 g
 (T; T )
= f denition of   g
(T^ ; [TL \ T ) ^
= f because t 6= false, TL = L g
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(T^ ; [L \ T ) ^
= f denition of , and L \ T = T g
(T^T \ LT ) ^
= f substitution, and LT = T g
(f(s; s0)j9z : (z; s) 62 T ^ (z; s0) 2 Tg \ T ) ^
= f denition of T g
(f(s; s0)j9z : :t(s) ^ t(s0)g \ T ) ^
= f complement, DeMorgan g
(f(s; s0)jt(s) _ :t(s0)g \ T ) ^
= f intersection g
f(s; s0)jt(s0) ^ (t(s) _ :t(s0))g ^
= f logical identity g
f(s; s0)jt(s) ^ t(s0)g ^
= f inverse of a symmetric relation g
f(s; s0)jt(s) ^ t(s0)g
= f notation g
prs(t).
These rules can be interpreted as follows: in order to establish t, we can either stonewall
(est(true)) then establish t (est(t)), or we can establish t (est(t)) then preserve it
subsequently (prs(t)). Note that when building iterative programs, we typically have
to establish a termination condition and a loop invariant, i.e. a specication of the
form
est(term)t est(inv);
typically, we use dierent disciplines for each establish statement, whereby the termi-
nation condition is postponed to the end of the iteration (exit condition) whereas the
loop invariant is established early (at the initialization) then preserved for the rest of
the iteration (that is why it is invariant). Hence we get
(est(true) est(term))t (est(inv) prs(inv)):
By virtue of the renement rules given in Section 4.2, we can propagate the join inside
the sequence structure, which yields
(est(true) est(term))t (est(inv) prs(inv))
v f inductive rule, Section 4.2 g
(est(true)t est(inv)) (est(term)t prs(inv))
= f if we exclude the trivial case inv= false, est(inv)w est(true) g
est(inv) (est(term)t prs(inv)).
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The rst factor of the composition is the specication of the initialization (whose
purpose is to trivially establish the loop invariant); the second factor is the specication
of the loop (which provides for establishing the termination condition all the while
preserving the invariant).
Example. We resume discussion of the example which consists of writing the spec-
ication for a program to compute the median of an array and placing the small-
est element of the array in the rst cell. We must determine whether the specica-
tions Med and MinFirst have a join, and if so derive their join. We had found in
[7] that two specications have a join (least upper bound) if and only if they have
an upper bound. Hence, for the sake of simplicity, we will merely focus on nd-
ing an upper bound of Med and MinFirst. We let PrsFirst be the relation dened
by
PrsFirst = f(s; s0)ja(s)[0] = a(s0)[0]g:
It provides that the rst cell of array a is preserved.
MedtMinFirst
= f substitution g
(Mon Mid)tMinFirst
v f structure unication, Proposition 4 g
(Mon Mid)t (MinFirst (MinFirst}MinFirst))
v f PrsFirst tPrm is a feasible solution of
MinFirst kern1pt X wMinFirst g
(Mon Mid)t (MinFirst (PrsFirst tPrm))
v f merging common structures, associativity of join g
(MontMinFirst) (MidtPrsFirst tPrm)
= f substitution, associativity of join g
((Inc u Dec)tPlaceMintPrm) (PlaceMidtPrsAtPrsFirst tPrm)
= f Prm is a lower bound of Inc and Dec, hence Inc uDecwPrm g
((Inc u Dec)tPlaceMin) (PlaceMidtPrsAtPrsFirst tPrm)
= f PrsAwPrsFirst, hence PrsAtPrsFirst = PrsA g
((Inc u Dec)tPlaceMin) (PlaceMidtPrsAtPrm)
= f PrsAwPrm, hence PrsAtPrm = PrsA g
((Inc u Dec)tPlaceMin) (PlaceMidtPrsA)
v f lattice property, monotonicity g
(InctPlaceMin) (PlaceMidtPrsA)
= f IncwPlaceMin, hence join is former g
Inc (PlaceMidtPrsA)
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= f by Proposition 2, whose conditions can be veried easily g
Inc (PlaceMid \ PrsA).
= f substituting Inc, using denitions introduced earlier g
(PrmtOrd) (PlaceMid \ PrsA).
= f introducing closure operator, for illustration g
(Swap? tOrd) (PlaceMid \ PrsA),
where Swap is the specication of a swap operation, that interchanges two arbitrary
elements of the array. The main goal of this example is to illustrate the kind of
algebraic manipulations that we can carry out on relational specications. Even though
this derivation shows (Swap? tOrd) (PlaceMid \ PrsA) to be an upper bound of
MedtMinFirst, they are actually equal (although we wont show it in this example).
Proposition 4 can be used to derive another corollary, dealing with what is usually
known as concurrent assignments. Let us consider, for the sake of argument, the join
of two specications A and B dened on three variables x, y and z of type integer by
A = f(s; s0)jx(s0) = x(s) + 1g,
B = f(s; s0)jy(s0) = y(s) + 1g.
Clearly, AtB can be satised by incrementing x and y in an arbitrary order { yet we
cannot say that AtB is rened by A B nor by B A because these products are both
equal to L. The following corollary provides the answer.
Corollary 2. AtB is rened by (At (B==B)) (Bt (A}A)) and by (Bt (A==A))
(At (B}B)).
Example. We illustrate this corollary on relations A and B presented above; we
consider the rst renement, since the second is merely dual to the rst. We nd
B==B
= f B is regular: [21] g
BB^
= f simple development g
f(s; s0)jy(s) = y(s0)g.
On the other hand,
A}A
= f A is regular: [21] g
A^A
= f simple development g
f(s; s0)jx(s) = x(s0)g.
The decomposition that we nd is then:
(At (B==B)) (Bt (A}A))
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= f substitution g
f(s; s0) jx(s0)=x(s)+1^y(s0)=y(s)g f(s; s0) jx(s0)=x(s)^y(s0)=y(s)+1g
v f adding conjunct z(s0) = z(s) makes the relation smaller,
while it preserves its domain { hence this renes it g
f(s; s0)jx(s0) = x(s) + 1 ^ y(s0) = y(s) ^ z(s0) = z(s)g
f(s; s0)jx(s0) = x(s) ^ y(s0) = y(s) + 1 ^ z(s0) = z(s)g
= f semantics of assignment statements g
x:=x+1; y:=y+1.
We can check that the decomposition in question does indeed rene the original spec-
ication AtB. We nd,
(At (B==B)) (Bt (A}A))
= f substitution g
f(s; s0)jx(s0)=x(s) + 1^y(s0)=y(s)g f(s; s0)jx(s0)=x(s)^y(s0)=y(s) + 1g
= f performing the product g
f(s; s0)jx(s0) = x(s) + 1 ^ y(s0) = y(s) + 1g
= f inspection of A and B g
A \ B
= f Proposition 2 g
AtB.
4.3.2. Conditional structures
Proposition 4 deals with imposing a sequence structure on a specication; the fol-
lowing proposition deals with imposing an alternation structure (of the form if then
else) or a conditional structure (of the form if then).
Proposition 5. The following rules prescribe how to rene a relation with an alter-
native statement or a conditional statement:
 For any total predicate t; specication R is rened by (if t then (asr(t) R) else
(asr(:t) R)).
 For any total predicate t and any relation R such that (asr(:t) R) v I; R is
rened by
(if t then (asr(t) R)):
The rst clause stems from the semantics of alternative statements and the second
clause stems from the rst, and the observation that a conditional statement is equivalent
to an alternative statement with an empty else clause, which denes an identity
relation.
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4.3.3. Iterative structure
In this section we discuss how to impose an iterative structure on a given specica-
tion K , so as to unify it with an existing while loop of the form (while t do B). In
other words, we want to nd a predicate t0 and a relation B0 such that K is rened by
the while loop (while t0 do B0). The following proposition, due to Mili et al. [21],
provides a useful result to this eect.
Proposition 6. Given a specication K such that KL = L and K(K \ I) = K; and
given a progressively nite relation G such that K^L \ K G; K is rened by the
while statement
while t0 do B0;
where t0(s)  (s 2 dom(B0)) and B0  K^L \ K ==K \ G.
Note that this proposition tells us how to impose an iterative structure (of the form
while t do B) on a structure-less relation. The factor (K ==K) is cumbersome, because
it is usually dicult to compute residuals, but most generally this simplies to KK^
[21]. In order for two while statements to be unied, they have to have the same loop
condition (t = t0) and their loop bodies have to satisfy the consistency condition (BtB0
is dened). From the formula of B0 given in Proposition 6, we infer that B0L K^L.
By virtue of the totality of K and the characterization of G (as a superset of K^L\K),
we also nd B0L K^L. From B0L = K^L we infer the logical equivalence:
s 2 dom(B0) s 62 rng(K):
Whence we can establish (by the formula of t0 given in Proposition 6) that t0 can in
fact be dened as t0(s)  (s 62 rng(K)), so that the condition (t= t0) can be understood
as a condition on K (t(s) = (s 62 rng(K))). Note that if initially condition t logically
implies (but is not equivalent to) condition (s 62 rng(K)), then K can possibly be rened
by reducing its range without reducing its domain, so as to let the condition t(s) =
(s 62 rng(K)) hold. As for the condition that B and B0 admit a join, it ensures that the
while loops can be unied in such a way that they converge in unison towards their
termination { a necessary condition if the loop bodies are to be unied.
Given a (structure-less) specication K and a while statement W = (while t do B)
such that K and W admit a join, we can use Proposition 6 to structure K as K =
(while t do B0). The only reason one would want to decompose K as a while loop
is to be able to unify the two while loops { as provided by the following proposition.
Proposition 7. If all the joins are dened; then
(while t do B)t (while t do B0)
is rened by
(while t do (BtB0)):
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This proposition is due to [12], where the interested reader is referred to for further
explanations and proofs.
4.4. Brief illustration
For the sake of illustration, we consider the specication of a sorting program and
show how we can apply some renement steps using the method of program construc-
tion by parts. We let the space of our program be an array a of range [1::N ], and an
index k over this range. We admit that the elements of the array can be compared
by means of an ordering relation, which we denote by 6; also, we let sorted be an
abbreviation for
8h : 16h<N : a(s)[h]6a(s)[h+ 1];
and we let psorted (partially sorted) be an abbreviation for
8h : 16h<k(s) : a(s)[h]6a(s)[h+ 1]:
Clearly, we do have (psorted ^ k(s) = N )) sorted.
Inc
v f denition of Inc g
PrmtOrd
v f denition of Ord g
Prm t est(sorted)
v f for all p 6= false, if p) q then est(q) v est(p) g
Prm t est(psorted ^ (k(s)=N ))
v f whenever p^ q 6= false, est(p^ q) v est(p) t est(q) g
Prm t est(psorted) t est(k(s)=N )
v f by Proposition 4 g
((Prm ==Prm) Prm) t est(psorted) t est(k(s)=N )
v f because Prm is an equivalence relation, Prm ==Prm=Prm [21] g
(Prm Prm) t est(psorted) t est(k(s)=N )
v f applying Corollary 1 to the 2nd and 3rd terms g
Prm Prm
t est(psorted) prs(psorted)
t est(true) est(k(s)=N )
v f merging rule g
(Prm t est(psorted) t est(true))
(Prm t prs(psorted) t est(k(s)=N ))
v f rening the terms of the rst factor g
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(k := 1 t k := 1 t k := 1)
(Prm t prs(psorted) t est(k(s)=N ))
v f basis of induction rule g
(k := 1) (Prm t prs(psorted) t est(k(s)=N )).
v f basis of induction rule g
(k := 1) ; (Prm t prs(psorted) t est(k(s)=N )).
The rst term of the sequence is the initialization segment; the second term is the
specication of the while statement of an insertion sort.
4.5. Criteria for compatibility
In order to rene an expression of the form A t B into a program, A and B need
to satisfy two compatibility criteria, which we discuss in this section.
 Semantic compatibility, which is the condition under which A and B can indeed be
satised simultaneously. This criterion is modeled by the consistency condition.
 Syntactic compatibility, which is the condition under which A and B have the same
syntax (structure). This criterion is less trivial than it sounds: we can see (e.g.
Proposition 6) that in order to be rewritten as a while loop, a specication must
satisfy some predened conditions; hence if A is a while loop and B does not
satisfy the conditions of Proposition 6, A and B do not meet the criterion of syntactic
compatibility.
Needless to say, these two compatibility criteria are orthogonal, in the sense that a
pair (A; B) may satisfy one criterion and fail to satisfy the other. To illustrate this, we
consider the space S dened by variable x of type integer, and we consider the two
specications=programs A and B dened as follows:
A= while x 6=0 do x := x − 1,
B= f(2; 1); (2; 0); (1; 0); (0; 0)g.
We nd that B does not satisfy the conditions of Proposition 6; hence A and B do
not satisfy the criterion of syntactic compatibility. Yet they do satisfy the consistency
condition, since
(A \ B)L= f0; 1; 2g  S =AL \ BL.
Of course, it is very easy to derive specications that satisfy the criterion of syntactic
compatibility but do not satisfy the criterion of semantic compatibility:
A= while x > 1 do x := x − 1,
B= while x > 1 do x := x − 2.
If two specications A and B do not satisfy the criterion of syntactic compatibility, it
is possible to rene them into specications that do, using renement rules given in
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this paper. Such an option is not available when two specications fail the criterion of
semantic compatibility, however { by virtue of the following proposition.
Proposition 8. Given two specications A and B that have no join; and given spec-
ications A0 and B0 that rene (respectively) A and B; then A0 and B0 have no
join.
Proof. This proposition stems trivially from a result given in [7] to the eect that two
specications have a least upper bound (join) if and only if they have an upper bound.
If A0 and B0 did have a least upper bound, this would be an upper bound for A and
B, hence A and B would have a least upper bound.
5. Application: software incrementation
We consider a software component C and a feature F that we wish to add to C, and
we are interested in how to augment C so that it has feature F , while preserving all
its original functional properties. Our position is that this problem amounts to rening
the specication
C t F:
Note that although C is a program, we can write it using our specication notation
(we have rules for doing that, given in [11,12]). For the sake of argument, we assume
that C and F do indeed have a join, and that C is structured as a sequence of three
components, say
C =C0 C1 C2:
We assume further that after analyzing C and F , we have determined that modications
of C to augment it with F are localized in component C1. In light of this analysis, we
decompose F as
F v (F ==F) F (F }F);
using the structure unication rules given above. Using the sequential decomposition
of C and F into three terms, we nd the following renement:
C tF
v f substitution g
C0 C1 C2
t
(F ==F) F (F }F)
v f merging g
(C0 t (F ==F))
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(C1 tF)
(C2 t (F }F)).
We consider the rst term of the product, and analyze the possibilities that may arise
(the same discussion holds for the third term):
 C0 and (F ==F) have no join; this means that the decompositions of F and C have not
been lined up, and must be revised. To illustrate what it means for decompositions
to be lined up, consider the following relations:
R0= f(s; s0)js0= s+ 3g, R00= f(s; s0)js+ 76s06s+ 8g,
Q0= f(s; s0)js+ 36s06s+ 4g, Q00= f(s; s0)js0= s+ 7g,
R=Q= f(s; s0)js+ 106s06s+ 11g.
Relations R and Q do have a join since they are identical; if we decompose R as
R0 R00 and decompose Q as Q0 Q00 then we obtain a lined up decomposition, since
R0 and Q0 have a join (R0), and R00 and Q00 have a join (Q00); but if we decompose
R as R0 R00 and Q as Q00 Q0 then we do not obtain a lined up decomposition,
because neither R0 and Q00 nor R00 and Q0 have a join.
 C0 and (F == F) do have a join, and C0 does not rene (F == F). This means that
C0 must be modied to accommodate specication (F ==F), and hence enable the
application of function F in the next component (C1 t F). The modication of C0
is carried out using the renement rules of the calculus of programming by parts. The
fact that C0 does not rene (F == F) undermines the hypothesis that the modication
of C to accommodate feature F is localized to component C1, since it means that
component C0 must also be modied.
 C0 and (F ==F) do have a join; furthermore, C0 renes (F ==F). This is the ideal
case: it means that the modication of C does not involve component C0, since
C0 preserves all the information required to compute function F . The verication
condition provided for this case, which is
C0 w (F == F)
(along with the homologous condition, C2w (F }F)) constitutes the necessary con-
dition under which the modication of C to augment it with F is localized to
component C1.
Example. We consider the following program, which computes (in variable count)
the number of times that the value x occurs in the array a, and places true in variable
once if and only if variable x occurs once in a. The space of the program is dened
by the following variables:
a: array [1..N] of itemtype;
x: itemtype; i: 1..N+1;
count: natural;
once: boolean;
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We let S be the space dened by the variable declarations given above, and we let C
be the following program on space S:
C:
begin
C0:
count:= 0;
once:= false;
C1:
i:= 1;
while i<>N+1 do
begin
if a[i]=x then
count:= count+1;
i:= i+1
end;
C2:
if count=1 then
once:= true
end;
Imagine that we are interested in adding a feature to this program, which consists
in counting the number of cells of a that are greater than x. We let this feature be
represented by the following relation:
F = f(s; s0)jg(s0)= (#Nh= 1(a(s)[h]> x(s)))g;
where g is some new state variable, and we know that we must now rene the
expression C t F . Because we have introduced variable g, the state of the program
now becomes
a: array [1..N] of itemtype;
x: itemtype; i: 1..N+1;
count: natural;
once: boolean;
g: natural;
Because the outermost structure of C is a sequence of three terms (which we denote
by C0; C1; C2, as indicated in the text), we impose this structure on F as per the
prescription above. 2 This yields the decomposition of F as
(F == F) F (F }F):
2 The main purpose of this example is illustrative; we beg the reader to bear with us if some decisions
are articial { we are more interested in exercising=illustrating our results than in solving this particular
incrementation problem, of course.
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To this eect, we begin by analyzing the rst term. Ideally, we hope to nd that this
term is rened by C0, or at the very least that it satises the consistency condition
with C0.
F == F
= f F is regular, [21] g
FF^
= f substitution g
f(s; s0)j9t : g(t)= (#Nh= 1(a(s)[h]> x(s)))^ g(t)= (#Nh= 1(a(s0)[h]> x(s0)))g
= f logical simplication g
f(s; s0)j(#Nh= 1(a(s)[h]> x(s)))= (#Nh= 1(a(s0)[h]> x(s0)))^9t : g(t)
= (#Nh= 1(a(s)[h]> x(s)))g
= f tautology: counting number of occurrences of x in a g
f(s; s0)j(#Nh= 1(a(s)[h]> x(s)))= (#Nh= 1(a(s0)[h]> x(s0)))g
v f C0 preserves x and a g
C0.
Now we consider the third term of the decomposition of F , and attempt to prove that
it is rened by C2; we nd
F }F
= f F^ is regular, [21] g
F^F
= f substitution g
f(s; s0)j9t : g(s)= (#Nh= 1a(t)[h]> x(t))^ g(s0)= (#Nh= 1a(t)[h]> x(t))g
= f logical simplication g
f(s; s0)jg(s)= g(s0)^9t : g(s)= (#Nh= 1a(t)[h]> x(t))g
= f tautology: such a t can be constructed for all s g
f(s; s0)jg(s)= g(s0)g
v f C2 preserves (does not modify) variable g g
C2.
Because C0 renes F == F and C2 renes F }F , the incrementation of C by F can in-
deed be localized on C1, as we have hypothesized: we must now rene the specication
C1 t F . We choose to structure F as follows:
g:= 0;
i:= 1;
F’;
Specication F 0 must satisfy the following conditions:
 For the sake of correctness preservation, we must have F v (g := 0; i := 1) F 0.
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 For the sake of semantic compatibility, F 0 and W (where W is the while loop of
C) must satisfy the consistency condition (i.e. admit a join).
 For the sake of structural compatibility, F 0 must satisfy the conditions of
Proposition 6.
Using sequence decomposition heuristics and generalization heuristics discussed in [21],
we derive the following specication for F 0:
F 0 = f(s; s0)jg(s0)= g(s) + (#Nh= i(s)(a(s)[h]>x(s)))^ i(s0)=N + 1
^ a(s0)= a(s)^ x(s0)= x(s)g:
We check briey (and informally) that F 0 satises all three conditions listed above.
It satises the rst condition since the product on the right-hand side of the equation
yields a total relation which is a subset of F (has three additional conjuncts, which
are a(s)= a(s0), x(s)= x(s0) and i(s0)=N + 1). It satises the second condition since
the rst conjunct deals with a variable (g) that is foreign to W , and the remaining
conjuncts are consistent with W . As for the third condition, consider that F 0 \ I is
nothing but I(i(s)=N + 1), and (F 0(F 0 \ I)) is nothing but the post restriction of F 0
to i(s)=N+1, which is F 0. To apply Proposition 6, we need to choose a progressively
nite relation G; we let G be
G= f(s; s0)ji(s0)>i(s)g;
which is progressively nite on S because variable i is dened to range between 1 and
N + 1. We must check the condition bF 0L\F 0G. We nd
bF 0L \ F 0
 f because F 0LF 0 gbF 0L \ LF 0
= f relational identity gdLF 0 \ LF 0
= f interpreting LF 0= f(s; s0)js0 2 rng(F 0)g g
f(s; s0)js 62 rng(F 0)^ s0 2 rng(F 0)g
= f inspection of F 0 g
f(s; s0)ji(s) 6=N + 1^ i(s0)=N + 1g
= f data type of i g
f(s; s0)ji(s)< N + 1^ i(s0)=N + 1g
= f substitution g
f(s; s0)ji(s)< i(s0)^ i(s0)=N + 1g
 f set theory g
f(s; s0)ji(s)< i(s0)g
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= f denition of G g
G.
We nd the following loop body:
B0= f(s; s0)ji(s) 6=N + 1^
g(s)+(#Nh= i(s)(a(s)[h]> x(s)))=g(s
0)+(#Nh= i(s0)(a(s
0)[h]> x(s0)))^
a(s)= a(s0)^ x(s)= x(s0)^ i(s)< i(s0)g.
We let B be the loop body of W and we consider that B is structured as a sequence;
we propose to structure B0 likewise, with i:= i+1 as a second term. This yields the
following rst term (which we can derive as a renement of the left residual of B0
with the statement above), which we denote by B00.
B00 = f(s; s0)ji(s) 6=N + 1^
g(s)+(#Nh= i(s)(a(s)[h]>x(s)))=g(s
0)+(#Nh= i(s0)+1(a(s
0)[h]>x(s0)))^
a(s)= a(s0)^ x(s)= x(s0)^ i(s)< i(s0) + 1g.
We rene this relation by adding the conjunct i(s)= i(s0), since this conjunct makes
the relation smaller without reducing its domain. This yields
B00
v f adding conjunct i(s)= i(s0) g
f(s; s0)ji(s) 6=N + 1^ i(s)= i(s0)^
g(s) + (#Nh= i(s)(a(s)[h]>x(s)))= g(s
0) + (#Nh= i(s)+1(a(s
0)[h]>x(s0)))^
a(s)= a(s0)^ x(s)= x(s0)g
= f simplication g
f(s; s0)ji(s) 6=N + 1^ i(s)= i(s0)^ g(s) + (#i(s)h= i(s)(a(s)[h]>x(s)))= g(s0)^
a(s)= a(s0)^ x(s)= x(s0)g
= f case analysis g
f(s; s0)ji(s) 6=N + 1^ a(s)[i(s)]>x(s)^ g(s0)= g(s) + 1^
i(s)= i(s0)^ a(s)= a(s0)^ x(s)= x(s0)g
[f(s; s0)ji(s) 6=N + 1^ a(s)[i(s)]6x(s)^ g(s) = g(s0)^ i(s)= i(s0)^
a(s)= a(s0)^ x(s)= x(s0)g
v f enlarging the domain g
f(s; s0)ja(s)[i(s)]>x(s)^ g(s0)= g(s) + 1^ i(s)= i(s0)^
a(s)= a(s0)^ x(s)= x(s0)g
[f(s; s0)ja(s)[i(s)]6x(s)^ g(s) = g(s0)^ i(s)= i(s0)^ a(s)= a(s0)^ x(s)= x(s0)g
= f changing [ into t : Proposition 2 g
f(s; s0)ja(s)[i(s)]>x(s)^ g(s0)= g(s) + 1^ i(s)= i(s0)^
a(s)= a(s0)^ x(s)= x(s0)g
t f(s; s0)ja(s)[i(s)]6x(s)^ g(s)=g(s0)^ i(s)= i(s0)^ a(s)=a(s0)^ x(s)=x(s0)g
v f introducing conditional structure: Section 4.1 g
if a[i]>x then f(s; s0)jg(s0)= g(s) + 1^ i(s)= i(s0)^
a(s)= a(s0)^ x(s)= x(s0)g
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v f renement g
if a[i]>x then g := g+ 1.
If we let B0 be the rst statement of the loop body of C (if a[i] = x then count :=
count + 1), then we must now rene the expression (B00 t B0). Without going into
details, we observe that we can apply the concurrent assignment corollary to this ex-
pression (Corollary 2), which yields a sequence of the two conditional statements in
an arbitrary order. This yields the following program:
C:
begin
C0:
count:= 0;
once:= false;
C1:
i:= 1;
g:= 0;
while i<>N+1 do
begin
if a[i]=x then
count:= count+1;
if a[i]>x then
g:= g+1;
i:= i+1
end;
C2:
if count=1 then
once:= true
end;
The main lesson to draw from this example is to observe how a specication can be
brought and matched against the original component C so as to espouse its structure
step by step, until we are down to the elementary statement level. The verication
conditions that are generated in the process ensure that the incrementation takes place
in a correctness preserving manner, which means: (1) the function of C is not altered
by the addition of feature F (this stems from the very semantics of C t F); (2) the
modication that is inserted into the program is not undone or undermined somewhere
else through the program (this stems from such verication conditions as C2w (F }F),
for example). The purpose of this example is to illustrate the mechanics of program
incrementation (as modeled by our approach) more than it is to show the eciency of
our approach { we are concerned with eectiveness and understanding for now.
In the foregoing discussions, we treated component C0 (and C2) dierently from
component C1 with regards to variable g, in that we assumed that C0 (and C2) preserve
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g whereas C1 leaves g undened. This dierence of treatment stems from the latitude
we have in interpreting the function of a statement C once we change the space of
the program. To illustrate what we mean, consider the following statement C on space
S dened by variables x and y, of type, say, integer: x := x + 1. On space S, this
statement computes the following function:
C = f(s; s0)jx(s0)= x(s) + 1 ^ y(s0)=y(s)g:
Now, if we let  be the space dened by variables x and y (of space S) and variable
g (a new variable), then we can interpret the semantics of statement C in one of two
ways:
 We can consider that C denes the following relation on space :
C = f(; 0)jx(0)= x() + 1 ^ y(0)=y()g;
where  and 0 are elements of space , hence are aggregates of three variables (x,
y and g). We call this interpretation the non-deterministic semantics of statement
C on space . A non-deterministic semantics is usually dened with respect to an
implicit space which is associated to the statement; for C, the implicit space is S.
 Alternatively, we can consider that C computes the following function on space :
C = f(; 0)jx(0)= x() + 1 ^ y(0)=y() ^ g(0)= g()g;
which we call the deterministic semantics of statement C on space .
When we write an expression such as C t G, where G dictates some requirement
that involves variable g, then it is natural to take the non-deterministic semantics of C;
then we leave it to G to dene how variable g is dened. This is what we did for C1,
where G=F . When we nd however that G dictates to preserve variable g (as F ==F
does), then we nd that C t G is the same as the deterministic semantics of C, i.e.
C t G= C :
Then, by virtue of the deterministic semantics of C, we claim that C does in fact
preserve g. Before we perform the modication of C, we take the non-deterministic
interpretation of C (C ), so as to enable the companion specication to decide the fate
of the additional variables; once we have determined that the companion specication
dictates the preservation of variable g, then we take the deterministic interpretation of
C ( C ), which provides that g is indeed preserved. This is what we did for C0 with
G=F ==F and for C2 with G=F }F .
6. Application: software merging
We consider two versions, say V and W, of some base software component, and we
are interested in merging them into a single version that has all the features of V and
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all the features of W. In general, whenever we want to merge two programs V and W,
we nd it both impossible and unnecessary (uninteresting) to cumulate each and every
functional feature of V and W.
 Uninteresting: A program usually does a great deal more than what any user is in-
terested in. It typically has a great deal of functional detail that stems from idiosyn-
cratic implementation constraints, performance driven choices, or arbitrary design
decisions, that have no relevance to the functional features that the user community
is interested in. So that when we want to merge this program with others, we are not
interested in preserving all this functional excess baggage, but are rather interested
in preserving the original goal of the program (as captured, e.g. in the specication
from which it was derived).
 Impossible: Most typically, it is quite easy to obtain a program that has all the
important features of V and W, but virtually impossible to reconcile their dierences
with regards to secondary=incidental functional properties (e.g. the programs assign
dierent values to the same variable, violate each other’s integrity constraints, etc.).
To illustrate these premises, we consider the following example: assume that we want
to merge two programs V and W on space S dened by variables x and y of type
integer. We assume that V and W are dened as follows:
V: begin W: begin
x:= x+1 y:= y+1
end. end.
The deterministic semantics (re: Section 5) of V and W are given by the following
formulas:
V = f(s; s0)jx(s0)= x(s) + 1 ^ y(s0)=y(s)g,
W = f(s; s0)jx(s0)= x(s) ^ y(s0)=y(s) + 1g.
We could not take the join of these two relations, because they do not satisfy the
consistency condition. At the same time, if the main agenda of V is to increment x
and the main agenda of W is to increment y, then perhaps we need to be merging the
non-deterministic semantics of these programs:
V = f(s; s0)jx(s0)= x(s) + 1g,
W = f(s; s0)jy(s0)=y(s) + 1g.
These two relations do have a join, which is
f(s; s0)jx(s0)= x(s) + 1 ^ y(s0)=y(s) + 1g:
The resulting program is then
begin
x:=x+1;
y:=y+1
end.
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Note that programs V and W rene their non-deterministic semantics, but are not
equivalent to them.
Consequently, whenever we wish to merge two programs, say V and W, we do not aim
to obtain a program that cumulates all the functional features of V and W { rather, we
wish to cumulate features that are captured in arbitrarily more abstract specications,
which we denote by V and W . We view this problem as that of rening the expression
V t W:
To sustain the distinction between the programs and their chosen abstractions, we use
the teletype font to refer to the programs, and the math font to refer to the selected
specications. Because V and W stem presumably from a common original component
by incrementation, it is reasonable to expect that large portions of V and W are common,
and that their dierences are localized.
For the sake of argument, we consider two programs V and W, which we assume
to be structured as sequences of three terms. By decomposing V and W in a similar
manner (re: structure unication), we obtain the following development:
V t W
v f substitutions g
(V0 V1 V2) t (W0 W1 W2)
v f merging g
(V0 t W0) (V1 t W1) (V2 t W2).
We imagine, for the sake of argument, that
 The feature of V that W does not have is localized in V1; hence V1wW1, whence
V1 t W1 =V1.
 The feature of W that V does not have is localized in W2; hence W2wV2, whence
V2 t W2 =W2.
 The components V0 and W0 have not been changed from the original version of the
software component, hence are identical; whence V0 t W0 =V0.
Under the conditions hypothesized above, the new version of the software component
becomes, after substitution:
V0 V1 W2:
Of course, in practice, merging two software components can be signicantly more
complex than this; the purpose of this discussion is merely to illustrate the legitimacy
of our claim that merging two software products is nothing more than rening their
join, and to show how our mathematics can ensure the correctness of the merge by
providing appropriate verication conditions.
Example. We consider two programs, which stem from a base program that searches
an entry x in an array a. One version, V, counts the number of occurrences of x in a;
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the other version, W, records an index where x occurs in a and records in a boolean
variable atlast whether the variable occurs in the last cell of the array. The common
space of these programs is:
a: array [1..N] of itemtype;
i: 1..N+1; k: 1..N;
x: itemtype;
count: natural; atlast: boolean;
The programs are given as follows, where we label their parts as shown:
V: W:
begin begin
V0: W0:
i:= 1; i:= 1;
count:=0;
V1: W1:
while i<>N+1 do while i<>N+1 do
begin begin
if a[i]=x then if a[i]=x then
count:= count+1; k:= i;
i:= i+1 i:= i+1
end; end;
V2: W2:
atlast:= (k=N)
end. end.
The most important premise about our approach to program merging is that we do
not merge programs (despite the name) but rather specications. In other words, in
order to merge programs V and W, we must derive specications V and W that capture
relevant properties of (respectively) programs V and W. The resulting program will be
guaranteed to rene V and W , but is not guaranteed to have all the functional features
of programs V and W. For the programs above, it is fair that the following specications
capture the most relevant properties of the corresponding programs:
V = f(s; s0)jcount(s0)= (#Nh= 1(a(s)[h] = x(s)))g,
W = f(s; s0)ja(s)[k(s0)]= x(s) ^ atlast(s0)= (x(s)= a(s)[N ])g.
One may argue that we should also add clauses to the eect that a and x are
preserved; we do not disagree, but for the sake of simplicity choose not to. Because
programs V and W have the same structure (sequences of three terms), we highlight
this common structure by decomposing relations V and W accordingly. We propose
V0 = f(s; s0)ja(s)= a(s0) ^ x(s)= x(s0) ^ i(s0)= 1 ^ count(s0) = 0g,
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V1 = f(s; s0)ja(s)= a(s0) ^ x(s)= x(s0) ^ i(s0)=N + 1^
count(s0)= count(s) + (#Nh= i(s)(a(s)[h] = x(s)))g,
V2 = f(s; s0)jcount(s0)= count(s)g.
We do verify easily that: rst the product V0 V1 V2 does indeed equal V ; second,
that each block of program V renes the corresponding relation (Vi) given herein.
Likewise, we propose the following decomposition for W :
W0 = f(s; s0)ja(s)= a(s0) ^ x(s)= x(s0) ^ i(s0)= 1g,
W1 = f(s; s0)ja(s)= a(s0) ^ x(s)= x(s0) ^ i(s0)=N + 1 ^ k(s0)=maxindx(s)g,
W2 = f(s; s0)jatlast(s0)= (k(s)=N ) ^ k(s0)= k(s) ^ count(s)= count(s0)g,
where maxindx(s) is dened as follows: if x(s) appears in a(s) between indices i(s)
and N , then the largest index where x(s) appears, else k(s). Just as we did for the rst
program, we nd that the product of the three Wi components renes W and that each
term of the product is rened by its corresponding program block.
We note that V0 renes W0, hence the merger of V and W will have V0 as its rst
block. Likewise, we note that W2 renes V2, hence the merger of these programs
will include W2 as its third block. If we apply the iterative decomposition to V1 and
W1 (Proposition 6), then propagate the join operator through the while loops, then
the sequence structure, then the conditional structure, we nd that we must rene the
following specication:
f(s; s0)ja(s)= a(s0) ^ x(s)= x(s0) ^ count(s0)= count(s) + 1g
t f(s; s0)ja(s)= a(s0) ^ x(s)= x(s0) ^ k(s0)= i(s)g.
This can be satised by the following program part:
count:= count+1;
k:= i;
This yields the following program as the merger of V and W:
VW:
begin
i:=1;
count:=0;
while i<>N+1 do
begin
if a[i]=x then
begin
count:= count+1;
k:=i
end;
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i:= i+1
end;
atlast:= (k=N)
end.
By its very construction, this program does satisfy specication V t W . Note that
generally the merger of two programs V and W does not necessarily cumulate all their
functional features; it only cumulates those features that we have chosen to capture in
specications V and W .
7. Application: software composition
We consider a software system  and we suppose that to complete the design
of , we need a software component that fullls some function K ; we assume fur-
ther that the closest asset we have identied is a software component that delivers
function C. The question we address is: how do we satisfy the requirements of K
by means of C, given that we can write code around C but we cannot modify C.
To this eect, we introduce the concept of renement dierence, in the following
denition.
Denition 2. Given two specications A and B such that AwB, the renement dier-
ence between A and B is the relation denoted by A	B and dened as the least rened
relation X such that B t X wA.
Note the analogy of this denition with that of arithmetic dierence: if a and b
are two numbers such that a>b, then the dierence between a and b is the smallest
number x such that b+ x>a. We have the proposition:
Proposition 9. The renement dierence operator can be expressed in closed
form as
A	 B=A\BL [ (B\ A)L\ (A [ B):
Using the renement dierence operator, we can derive a formula that captures the
minimal functional features that we must add to C in order to satisfy K . Because
we have no assurance that K renes C, we could not merely take the renement dif-
ference between K and C. Instead, we consider the expression K uC, which repre-
sents the functional features that are common to K and C. We consider the following
denition.
Denition 3. The functional decit of C with respect to K is the renement dierence
between K and K uC.
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Clearly, K renes K uC (trivial property of lattices), hence the renement dier-
ence operator is applicable. The functional decit of C with respect to K captures the
functional features of K that are left unfullled by C. We view the integration of com-
ponent C (into system ) to satisfy requirement K as the renement of the following
expression:
C t D;
where D is the functional decit of C with respect to K , i.e. K 	 (K uC). In keeping
with the hypotheses=prescriptions of software composition, this renement must take
place without modifying C. We know of no general solution to this problem; the fol-
lowing proposition presents specic solutions, in the case where the extra functionality
can be localized to a preprocessing or post-processing component.
Proposition 10. The following rules prescribe how (and whether it is possible) to
satisfy a specication K by composing some component C with preprocessing code
or post-processing code:
 If KL (K; C)L then it is possible to satisfy K by means of preprocessing code
upstream of C: If R renes (K ==C) then R C renes K .
 If KLCL and L [(KL\C) KL then it is possible to satisfy K by means of post-
processing code downstream of C: If R renes (C}K) then C R renes K .
As a simple illustrative example, we consider the space S dened by some array a of
size N>1 and of type real, and we let K and C be dened as follows:
K =Dec,
C = Inc.
In other words, we want a procedure to sort array a in decreasing order and all
we have is a procedure to sort the array in increasing order. We will attempt in turn
preprocessing, then post-processing. Proposition 10 provides that in order for K to be
satised by preprocessing C, K and C must satisfy the following condition:
KL (K; C)L:
Relation K is clearly total, hence KL=L. We compute (K ==C)L, where we let
predicates prm, inc, and dec be dened as follows:
prm(a; b): arrays a and b are permutations of each other.
inc(a): array a is sorted in increasing order.
dec(a): array a is sorted in decreasing order.
From these denitions, we rewrite relations Inc and Dec as
Inc= f(s; s0)jprm(s; s0) ^ inc(s0)g,
Dec= f(s; s0)jprm(s; s0) ^ dec(s0)g.
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We nd
(K; C)L
 f by [8], Proposition 3.3, (K; C)K bC g
(K bC)L
= f substitution g
f(s; s0)j9t : prm(s; t) ^ dec(t) ^ inc(t) ^ prm(t; s0)gL
= f simplication, transitivity of prm g
f(s; s0)jprm(s; s0) ^ 9t : inc(t) ^ dec(t) ^ prm(s; t)gL
= f if a is increasing and decreasing then it is at g
f(s; s0)jprm(s; s0) ^ 9t : at(t) ^ prm(s; t)gL
= f logical simplication, interpretation of prm g
f(s; s0)jprm(s; s0) ^ at(s)gL
= f product by L g
f(s; s0)jat(s)g.
From (K ==C)Lf(s; s0)jat(s)g, it is clear that (K ==C)L is not a superset of KL, which
is L. Hence we cannot satisfy K by preprocessing C { which is borne out by the
observation that no matter what we do upstream of C, C will still deliver an array in
increasing order whereas we want an array in decreasing order.
We check the condition of feasibility of post-processing, to see whether it is pos-
sible to satisfy K by post-processing code downstream of C. The rst term of the
condition, KLCL, is vacuously valid since both K and C are total relations (hence
KL=CL=L). We consider the second condition, and we compute (a lower bound of)
its right-hand side.
[(KL\C)KL
= f because KL=L g
C^KL
= f relational product g
f(s; s0)j9t : (s; t) 2 bC ^ (t; s0)2KgL
= f complement, DeMorgan g
f(s; s0)j8t : :(s; t) 2 bC _ :(t; s0) 2 KgL
= f interpreting bC and K g
f(s; s0)j8t : :(t; s)2C _ (t; s0)2KgL
= f identity: RL= f(s; s0)j9u : (s; u)2R ^ (u; s0)2Lg= f(s; s0)j9u :
(s; u)2Rg g
f(s; s0)j9u : 8t : :(t; s)2C _ (t; u)2Kg
= f logical rewriting g
f(s; s0)j9u : 8t : (t; s)2C ) (t; u)2Kg
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= f substituting K and C g
f(s; s0)j9u : 8t : (t; s)2 Inc) (t; u)2Decg
 f taking u= inv(s), where inv inverts the array of s g
f(s; s0)j8t : (t; s)2 Inc) (t; inv(s))2Decg
= f interpreting inv, Inc, Dec g
f(s; s0)j8t : trueg
= f tautology g
L.
We infer that K can be satised by post-processing; we derive the weakest specication
of the post-processing routine by computation, using Proposition 10. We nd
C}K
= f Law 48, of [11] gbCK
= f product, substitution g
f(s; s0)j9t : prm(s; t) ^ inc(s) ^ prm(t; s0) ^ dec(s0)g
= f transitivity of predicate prm, logical simplication g
f(s; s0)jprm(s; s0) ^ inc(s) ^ dec(s0) ^ 9t : prm(t; s0)g
= f logical simplication g
f(s; s0)jinc(s) ^ prm(s; s0) ^ dec(s0)g
v f introducing function inv, discussed earlier g
f(s; s0)js0= inv(s)g
= f renaming g
Inv.
One possible solution is to apply procedure Inv, which inverts the array, downstream of
C, to satisfy K . The specication for Inv was derived by straightforward computation
from K and C.
8. Application: software modication
We consider a software component C and a specication K ; we assume that C does
not satisfy specication K , but we have reasons to believe that it can be modied
economically to satisfy it. This problem does look like the renement of K tC, since
it proceeds by considering information from two specications=programs, but diers in
two signicant ways:
 Whereas the renement of K tC seeks to satisfy both K and C, the modication
of C to satisfy K really seeks to satisfy K only { but expects to use C towards this
end.
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 Whereas structure unication rules of program construction by parts consider the
two arguments as interchangeable, and may impose any one argument’s structure on
the other, software modication rules will always attempt to impose the structure
of C on K . In eect, what happens in software modication is that the renement
proceeds by drawing syntactic information from C and semantic information from
K , to produce a component C0 that acts (semantics) like K but looks (syntax)
like C.
To acknowledge the asymmetry between the roles played by K and C in the modi-
cation of C to satisfy K , we write the expression to rene as
K BC;
(read: K modify C) and we derive slightly dierent renement rules for the B operator
than we had for the t operator. The renement rules for software modication, like
those of program construction by parts, are inductive { in the sense that they oper-
ate by induction on the syntactic structure of the specications at hand; in software
modication, because component C dictates syntactic structure, it drives the inductive
argument. We present below the basis of induction then the inductive step of this
inductive process.
8.1. Basis of induction: eliminating modication constructs
This step transforms a specication of the form K BC into a specication that does
not include the modify (B) operator. We oer three rules as basis of induction.
 If C renes K then C renes K BC. This is the case when no modication is
necessary: K is already satised by C as it is.
 If K can be satised by composing C with some additional code, then apply the
software composition techniques proposed in Section 7 to satisfy K using C.
 If C is deemed irrelevant to solve K , then K BC is rened by K . This is the case
when no reuse is possible: we are better o solving K from scratch rather than trying
to solve it by modifying C.
We recognize the unscientic nature of the characterization that C is deemed irrelevant
to solve K ; it is dicult to provide a formal characterization thereof.
8.2. Inductive step: structure coercion
The inductive step is straightforward: we want to impose the structure (syntax) of
C onto K , then propagate the modify operator (B) to the components of K , matched
with the homologous components of C. This process operates in three phases:
1. Identify the outer structure of C, e.g.
C =C0 C1:
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2. Impose this structure on K , e.g.
K =K0 K1:
Implicit in this decomposition is the assumption that the expressions K0 BC0 and
K1 BC1 are easy to rene subsequently.
3. Rene in turn the two expressions
K0 BC0;
K1 BC1:
There are a number of ways to impose the structure of C on K ; many of these are
discussed in some detail by Frappier et al. [11{13].
 We can take K0 =C0; this yields K1 =C0}K , which in turn produces the following
modication subexpressions:
K0 BC0;
(C0}K)BC1:
The rst expression is trivially rened by C0, since K0 =C0. This situation arises
when we feel that the rst component of C is not involved in this modication. We
get a dual situation if we take K1 =C1.
 We can also take K0 =K and K1 =K }K (if we want to achieve K in the rst
component and preserve it subsequently) or K1 =K and K0 =K ==K (if we want to
postpone K then achieve it in the second component).
Typically, the decomposition of K is more subtle than the formulas proposed above, as
we show in the illustrative example given in the next subsection; detailed techniques
for structure coercion (unication) in relational specications are discussed by Frappier
et al. [13].
8.3. Illustration: a tree traversal
We consider the following program, which computes the number of nodes in a
regular binary tree:
C:
{a program that computes the number of nodes
in a regular binary tree}
var
tr: treetype; {input argument}
r: integer; {output variable}
u: treetype;
k: stacktype;
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begin
r:=0;
if not emptytree(tr) then
begin
init(k);
push(k,tr);
while not emptystack(k) do
begin
u:= pop(k);
if not leaf(u) then
begin
push(k,right(u));
push(k,left(u))
end;
r:=r+1
end
end;
write(r)
end;
We consider the following specication, which we attempt to satisfy by modifying the
program given above:
K = f(s; s0)joutf(s0)2 trv(tr(s))g;
where trv(t) for some tree t is the set of all the traversals of the nodes of tree t
in some arbitrary order, and variable outf refers to the output le. To accommodate
specication K , we redene the space as
tr: treetype; {input}
f: stringtype; {holds traversal}
r: integer; {holds sum}
u: treetype; {current tree}
k: stacktype; {storing unprocessed trees}
outf: filetype; {untyped output file}
We are interested in modifying C to satisfy K , which we have determined to be the
renement of expression K BC using the renement rules of program modication.
Given two variables v and w of type stringtype, we denote by v:w the concatenation
of v and w. By extension, we use the same dot notation for a variable v of type
stringtype and a set of strings W , and denote by v:W the set of strings made up of
the concatenation of v to all the elements of W . The inductive step of the modication
process provides that we must identify the outer structure of C and impose it on K .
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If we denote the outer conditional construct by Cond (conditional), then we nd
K BC
v f exhibiting the structure of C g
K B (r: = 0 Cond write(r))
v f structure coercion g
f(s; s0)jf(s0)= g f(s; s0)jf(s0)2f(s):trv(tr(s))g f(s; s0)joutf(s0)=f(s)g
B (r: = 0 Cond write(r))
v f merging common structures g
f(s; s0)jf(s0)= gB r: = 0
f(s; s0)jf(s0)2f(s):trv(tr(s))gBCond
f(s; s0)joutf(s0)=f(s)gB write(r)
v f basis of induction, on rst and third factors g
f: = emptystring
f(s; s0)jf(s0)2f(s):trv(tr(s))gBCond
write(f).
We now focus on the second term, which we write as KC BCond (index C stands for
Cond), where
KC = f(s; s0)jf(s0)2f(s):trv(tr(s))g:
Because Cond has a conditional structure, we use Proposition 5 to determine whether
specication KC can take the same structure. To check the condition provided by
Proposition 5, we compute asr(:t) KC .
asr(:t) KC
= f substitution of t and KC g
asr(emptytree(tr)) f(s; s0)jf(s0)2f(s):trv(tr(s))g
= f whenever R is deterministic, R R0=RR0; asr() is deterministic g
asr(emptytree(tr))  f(s; s0)jf(s0)2f(s):trv(tr(s))g
= f simple calculation, prerestriction g
f(s; s0)jemptytree(tr(s)) ^ f(s0)2f(s):trv(tr(s))g
= f emptytree(tr(s))) trv(tr(s))=fg, where  is the empty string g
f(s; s0)jemptytree(tr(s)) ^ f(s0)2f(s):fgg
= f denition of the dot operator g
f(s; s0)jemptytree(tr(s)) ^ f(s0)2ff(s):gg
= f simplication g
f(s; s0)jemptytree(tr(s)) ^ f(s0)2ff(s)gg
= f trivial set theory g
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f(s; s0)jemptytree(tr(s)) ^ f(s0)=f(s)g
v f same domain, subset g
f(s; s0)jemptytree(tr(s)) ^ s0= sg
= f denition g
asr(:t).
v f larger domain, same images g
I .
After structure coercion (on KC) and merging (between KC and C), we derive the
following modication problem KTC BThenClause (index TC stands for ThenClause),
where
KTC = f(s; s0)j:emptytree(tr(s)) ^ f(s0)2f(s):trv(tr(s))g
and ThenClause is the body of the conditional statement Cond. Because ThenClause
is a sequence structure, we impose a sequence structure on KTC , where we take the
rst factor of KTC to be the same as the rst factor of ThenClause (i.e. init(k);
push(k,tr)). The relation dened by this initialization segment is given by
N = f(s; s0)jk(s0)= [tr(s)] ^ tr(s0)= tr(s) ^ f(s0)=f(s)^
r(s0)= r(s) ^ u(s0)= u(s) ^ outf(s0)= outf(s)g,
where [t] represents the stack of size 1 that includes a single element, t. Rather than
compute the right residual of KTC with N , we can easily check that KTC is rened by
N KW , where KW is dened by
KW = f(s; s0) j :emptytree(top(k(s))) ^ size(k(s)) = 1 ^
f(s0)2f(s):trv(top(k(s)))g;
where top and size are the stack operations that return the top element and (resp.)
the size of the stack, and W stands for While statement. If we let W be the while
statement of program C, we must now rene the modication expression
KW BW:
Proposition 6 provides that in order to structure KW as an iteration (as dictated by
W ), we must satisfy two conditions: KWL=L and KW (KW \ I)=KW . Because KW
satises neither of these conditions, we must rene it rst. We remember that we can
rene a relation by enlarging its domain and=or by reducing the set of images for each
argument. To this eect, we introduce two notations:
 preord(t), for tree t, represents the preorder traversal of t.
 2 kg(), for some stack k and some string valued function g, is the concatenation
of all the strings g(t) for t in k, going from top to bottom.
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We nd,
KW
= f substitution g
f(s; s0)j:emptytree(top(k(s))) ^ size(k(s))= 1 ^ f(s0)2f(s):trv(top(k(s)))g
= f because size(k(s))= 1 g
f(s; s0)j:emptytree(top(k(s))) ^ size(k(s))= 1 ^ f(s0)2f(s):2 k(s)trv()g
v f enlarging the domain g
f(s; s0)jf(s0)2f(s):2 k(s)trv()g
v f reducing sets of images g
f(s; s0)jf(s0)=f(s):2 k(s)preord()^ emptystack(k(s0))g.
Note that the dot can now be interpreted as operating on strings (rather than a string
and a set of strings) since preord() is a singleton. Using (old) results due to [22],
we nd that this relation does satisfy the conditions of Proposition 6, and that it can be
rened into a while loop whose loop body specication is denoted by KB. We derive
the following modication problem:
KB BBody;
where Body is the body of the loop in program C, index B stands for Body, and KB
is dened as follows:
KB = f(s; s0)j:emptystack(k(s)) ^ f(s):2k(s) preord() = f(s0):2k(s0) preord()^
j2k(s0) preord()j< j2k(s) preord()jg.
If we consider that the Body is structured as a sequence (where the second factor
is r:=r+1), we resolve to impose the sequence structure on KB. To this eect, we
consider the rst factor of Body,
u:= pop(k);
if not leaf(u) then
begin
push(k,right(u));
push(k,left(u))
end.
The function of this segment is written as follows:
Body0 = f(s; s0)j:emptystack(k(s)) ^ u(s0) = top(k(s)) ^
((:leaf (u(s0)) ^
k(s0) = push(push(rest(k(s)); right(u(s0))); left(u(s0)))) _
(leaf (u(s0)) ^ k(s0) = rest(k(s)))) ^
tr(s0)= tr(s) ^ f (s0)= f (s) ^ r(s0)=r(s) ^ outf (s0)=outf (s)g,
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where rest(k) is k with its top element removed; note that there is a dierence between
the function push used in the denition of Body0 and the function push used in the
program, since the latter changes the stack by a side eect. If we let KF (where F
stands for factor) be the following relation
KF = f(s; s0)jf(s):data(u(s)):2k(s)preord() = f (s0):2k(s0)preord() ^
j2k(s0)preord()j6j2k(s)preord()jg,
we nd that Body0 KF w KB . The modication problem we are left with is then:
KF B r:=r+1
v f basis of induction, no reuse is possible g
KF
= f substitution g
f(s; s0)jf(s):data(u(s)):2k(s)preord() = f (s0):2k(s0)preord()^
j2k(s0)preord()j6j2k(s)preord()jg
v f preserving the stack, k(s0) = k(s) g
f(s; s0)jf(s):data(u(s)):2k(s)preord() = f (s0):2k(s)preord() ^
k(s0) = k(s) ^ j2k(s)preord()j6j2k(s)preord()jg
v f simplication g
f(s; s0)jf(s):data(u(s)) = f (s0) ^ k(s0) = k(s)g
v f assignment to variable f g
f:= f + data(u).
The resulting program is then,
C B K =
{this program produces in f a traversal of the regular binary
tree tr}
var
tr: treetype; {input argument}
f: stringtype; {output variable}
u: treetype;
k: stacktype;
begin
f:=emptystring;
if not emptytree(tr) then
begin
init(k);
push(k,tr);
while not emptystack(k) do
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begin
u:= pop(k);
if not leaf(u) then
begin
push(k,right(u));
push(k,left(u))
end;
f:=f+u
end
end;
write(f)
end;
This program has the same structure as the original program; but while the original
program computes the number of nodes, this program writes the nodes in string f, in
some arbitrary order. This program was derived by borrowing design information from
(the original) program C, and abiding by requirements information dictated by K ; this
epitomizes the paradigm of software modication.
9. Conclusion
9.1. Summary and assessment
In this paper we have presented a calculus of program construction by parts, and
have discussed its use for recent software development paradigms, such as software
incrementation, software merging, software composition, and software modication. All
of these paradigms stem from our calculus of program construction by parts, and all
exploit this calculus’ ability to unify two specications in such a way as to satisfy them,
or borrowing from them, simultaneously. We have found that these four paradigms
cannot be discussed separately, as they refer to each other constantly, and use each
other’s rules; hence we will continue to analyze them together, with the expectation
that we will ultimately nd a general calculus that encompasses all four paradigms
with some simple generic rules.
While this calculus is fairly rudimentary, we nd that it does capture relevant as-
pects of the processes that we are investigating (e.g. by generating relevant verication
conditions, guiding towards appropriate steps, etc.); hence it is worthy of further in-
vestigation. In addition, we have drawn the following lessons from investigating this
calculus and experimenting with its applications:
 Ensuring correctness preservation of the proposed processes (incrementation, merg-
ing, composition, modication) is a non-trivial task; it involves formal inferences
and computations, but also a detailed understanding of the artifacts at hand (speci-
cations, programs, program parts) as well as their intent. As we continue to analyze
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the proposed calculi and their applications, we expect to gain a better understanding
of these processes.
 We have identied two sets of issues when combining two (or more) specications
in the context of these paradigms: semantic compatibility, which is modeled by
the consistency condition, and reects that it is possible to satisfy the specications
simultaneously; syntactic compatibility, which is modeled by structure unication
rules, and reects that it is possible to nd a common structure between two speci-
cations coming from two separate sources.
 We exploit our understanding of semantic compatibility and syntactic compatibil-
ity for the purpose of carrying out the transformations that arise in the proposed
paradigms: syntactic compatibility dictates what transformations are applicable; and
semantic compatibility dictates how to perform the transformations.
 In program merging, we do not merge program functions but rather program speci-
cations; indeed, except in trivial (and uninteresting) cases where the two programs
are doing totally disjoint tasks, it is virtually impossible to merge program functions
because programs implement deterministic functions, which are altered as soon as a
foreign program steps in. Specications are non-deterministic, however, which means
that they leave many options open for another program (specication) to decide.
 A corollary of this observation is that before we merge two programs, we need to
have a clear understanding of their intended specication; their actual function does
reect their intended specication, but this specication is overshadowed by plenty of
other information that stems from irrelevant implementation constraints and arbitrary
design decisions.
9.2. Related work
We distinguish between two families of related work: work dealing with semantics-
altering program transformations, where the intent of the transformation is to change
the program because we want to change its functional properties; work dealing with
semantics-preserving program transformation, where the intent is to map specications
(or programs) into executable programs in a correctness preserving manner.
9.2.1. Semantics-altering program transformations
Berzins et al. [5] explore the use of program transformations in support of
specication-based prototyping. The prototyping process cycles until the users agree
that the demonstrated behavior is acceptable. An essential feature of prototyping is pro-
gram modication that reects the change in the requirements between the successive
versions of the prototype. Consequently, most of the transformations considered in [5]
are semantics altering. While we share with [5] certain types of transformations (soft-
ware incrementation, discussed in Section 5, is similar to extending transformations;
program modication, discussed in Section 8, is similar to constraining transforma-
tions), there are also numerous dierences. With the exception of program modication,
our approach addresses the problem of program growth, typical for the maintenance
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phase of the life cycle. On the other hand, Berzins et al. are interested in program
extensions as well as in program contractions, all in the context of specication and
development phases of the life cycle. Another signicant dierence between the two
approaches is the intended application framework. The transformations of Berzins et al.
are developed in the context of the event model, in which the system under construction
interacts with the other systems by exchanging messages.
In a series of publications [15,19,24,25,30], Thomas Reps et al. formalize the problem
of program integration and provide an algorithm for it. The input to the program
integration algorithm are three programs, A; B, and Base, where A and B are two
variants of Base, and the output is program M that integrates A and B. The program
dependence graph of M is created by taking the union of three program slices [28],
representing the changed behavior of A and B with respect to Base, and the behavior of
Base that is preserved in both A and B, respectively. Program integration is a structural
method for software merging applicable under certain semantic restrictions (see [6] for
details). While diering in the approach, scope and goals, the problem formalization
and the algorithm developed for program integration represent a valuable reference for
our work on software merging. Many of the diculties encountered by Reps et al. are
due, we feel, to the lack of distinction between syntactic compatibility and semantic
compatibility, and to the inability of their method to focus on the intent of the programs
(it focuses instead on program functions, drastically reducing merging options).
9.2.2. Semantics-preserving program transformations
Among the large body of semantics-preserving program transformation, we focus our
attention on programming calculi (vs. compiler-like code modication) because they
are closest to the spirit of our approach.
Several authors have advocated that the join operator is useful in the renement of
complex specications [12,16,18]. Hoare et al. [18] identies some basic properties of
join, like idempotence, commutativity, associativity and absorption. They also mention
distributivity of usual programming constructs like sequential composition, alternation,
iteration and nondeterministic choice over a join of a directed set of sub-specications
with bounded nondeterminacy. Recent work of Hehner [16] includes laws of renement
for join-structured specications. In Hehner’s calculus, specications are predicates, ter-
mination is prescribed using a time variable, and join is logical conjunction. Morgan
and Gardiner [14] use a join statement for data renement and for the denition of
logical constants. They do not use join as a specication structuring device nor do they
study the renement of join-structured specications. Finally, the work of von Wright
also mentions a join operator. In [29], von Wright reconstructs the renement calculus
of Back from elementary primitives. The emphasis of this work is more on the deni-
tion of a language than on the denition of a renement calculus. The semantics of the
language is given by predicate transformers, and miraculous specications are allowed.
Our work diers from Hehner’s work by the representation of specications (predi-
cates vs. relations) and by their interpretations: termination is implicit in our
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specications whereas it is expressed as timing constraints in Hehner’s. Our work diers
from that of Hoare et al. [18] by using partial relations and demonic operators, by not
using a ctitious state to represent nontermination, and by providing rules to eliminate
meets in a specication. Our work diers from the work of von Wright, Gardiner and
Morgan by using a dierent semantics, by not allowing miraculous specications, and
by studying the transformation of join-structured specications. We share with the work
of Sekerinski [26] the same specication model where the focus is on input-output
pairs for which a program must terminate. Most importantly, the work presented in
this paper diers from other programming calculi (including our own [12]) by the fact
that it deals with new software development paradigms rather than traditional program
construction.
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